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A special magazine devoted to stories
around the Year in Search 2020.
The content in this print publication is
sponsored and created independently
from this newspaper.

WHAT IS
GOOGLE TRENDS?
Trends data is an unbiased sample
of Google Search data. It’s anonymized
egorized (determining the topic for a

place every year. Searches reveal the
honest ways that the world is responding in real-time. Trends data for 2020
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why do i feel sad

why are people protesting

or nearly 20 years,
as the year comes to

it, improving it, reinventing

a close, Google has

it. There aren’t simple

shared the top questions,

answers to the most vexing

moments, and individuals

questions wrought by

that inspired the world to

H

ere at Pop-Up

the most fundamental

Magazine

and far-reaching societal

Productions, we

transformations. Each of

explore the world through

these stories surprised

stories. Storytelling is

us and moved us in its

the oldest, most human

search. Rooted in Google

pandemic, systemic racism,

approach to grappling with

Trends data, our annual

economic devastation, and

the complex questions,

unprecedented crises and

Year in Search captures the

those mysteries that don’t

essence of a year.

offer straightforward

found stories of resilience,

answers. As part of this

humor, community, and

year’s Year in Search,

creativity.

compelling narratives,

these stories of 2020
as inspiring as we do.

for change.
“how to change the world”
twice as much as “how to

As we close out 2020,
we wanted to go beyond

“how to be anti-racist” was

the year and hear from

inspired by a handful of

searched more than “how to

some of the vibrant voices

these trillions of searches.

become a millionaire.” The

that helped us understand

top searched profession the

this moment. Pop-Up

in Search magazine,

Editorial Director,

world wanted to become

Magazine Productions, with

we enlisted experts,

Brand Studio

was a “nurse.” Collectively,

their storytelling expertise,

artists, writers, scientists,

Pop-Up Magazine

helped us do just that. In

photographers, and big

Productions

us sought not only clarity

of this unforgettable

and understanding this

year. They introduce us

year but also, as these

to their beloved dogs and

For this special Year

NANCY MILLER

we are and brings us
together.
Each year, the searches

why do we study history

Year in Search illuminate

stories demonstrate, the

a larger story. In 2020,

opportunity to reimagine

relationship to the planet.

it was the story of deep

what can be.

We’re invited to taste a

questioning, as the world
NELLY KENNEDY

than any other time in

Brand Editorial Director

sit in a barbershop chair

history. Why is more

Google

for much more than a

than a question: It’s the

por qué no puedo dormir

fundamental search for

why do we need the constitution

root of something. Only
after you question why
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ILLUSTRATION BY FRANÇOIS TUSSÉKI

special bowl of noodles in

searched “why” more

haircut.
With each story, we
better understand their

Explore more

personal why and how the

Search trends at:
g.co/yearinsearch
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how to help

how to thank

We’ll
Always
Find a
Way
When we look back at
2020, we can remember
other. In the face of

Wedding | Jessica Chou

up for one another,

In 2020,
the world
searched
how to
help more
than ever.

Erin and her family
stepped up to support
their community in
Volunteers from Operation BBQ Relief have served
more than 5 million meals in 2020...and counting.

response to COVID-19
by connecting volunteers

Explore more stories
from the year:

need. | Kaela Jean

6

Birthday | Alexis Hunley

about.google/stories
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This year,
the world
searched for
ableism,
neurodiversity,
and inclusion
more than
ever before.

“racism” and running into “ableism.” There has
been this lightbulb moment where people are
Oh, I thought that I was woke, and yet
there’s a whole community of people I haven’t
necessarily considered
I do experience discrimination
get a whole lot of intersectional perspectives.
they’re ableist for you?” For some neurodiverthat’s a superhero or a villain. We need to be
moving past this concept we call “inspira-

pre-peeled or pre-sliced fruit; lots of people

fact that I got out of bed in the morning is an

thought that was ridiculous. But the only way
one slices it.
people with disabilities transition into the

and justice can be found in the underlying
ableism in our most fundamental interactions.

found out that there was an entire community

“Disabled
people are
always
depicted as
other than
just a human,
whether
that's a
superhero
or a villain.”

more to it than that. I’ll give you an example:

Inclusion
Revolution
A N D R A É A L AVA N T

strategy and communications. We’re aiming to
help organizations and movements underI was diagnosed [with spinal muscular

because it doesn’t go to a lot of places. But

atrophy] at 2 years old. I’ve been in a wheeldisabled people aren’t comfortable enough to
family but the idea of a disability identity or a
disability culture? I didn’t have anybody that

Oh, we did disability training for an
hour, and now we’re done! It’s engagement. It’s

accessible van for $150 and hire a driver so I

or overcompensate for my disability because

a journey. You must invest time and money in

could go vote for 20 minutes. I’m privileged in

I certainly didn’t see it as a value-add.

listening and learning.

There’s so much awareness around the
term “ableism” right now because of the

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ANDRAÉA LAVANT: INCLUSION REVOLUTION

One of the best ways

BIPOC is by hiring Black

we continually have to convince people that
the same way the media is focusing on inter-

8

which is already not the most accessible

disabled creatives.

been multiple affordable options to vote the

For more, go to

same way there were for non-disabled people.

blackdisabledcreatives.com.
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Members of the

The Dish
That’s

crew at the Snow
Fire just outside
September 2020

have used for millennia to do their part
in the food web. When you remove a
process that’s been in place for thou-

cies are genetically adapted to depend

L IN G HUA (L ILY) Q I

tion decline and biodiversity collapse.
A controlled burn is a functional pro-

I was in my tiny studio apartment in
away. The over-the-top umami comes

-

from sour bamboo shoots.

ents available for trees to use. It opens

March. It had been almost two
a town called Liuzhou in south

dish that was available on nearly

up the space on the ground for more

every corner in the city. But it was

diversity of plants and bees. If you bring

limited to locals until factories in
was canceled due to the pandemic.

Liuzhou found a way to preserve the
health and abundance of living things.

the one thing that instantly brings
those species that actually depend on

while chatting with my family online.
called luosifen.

There are so many different brands
best is another comforting ritual that

remind them of home. But in my
my hometown of Liuzhou. Luosifen is

helps connect me to home.
best banana bread and sourdough
bread recipes during the quarantine. While they may bring a sense
long lost memories and closeness
to home in my bowl of noodles.
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In 2020,
the top
trending
food the
world
searched to
bake was

longer have what they need.
lost about half of the houses in Happy
quartered] this year. The Slater Fire was
BILL TRIPP

to integrate Indigenous management

bread.
ILLUSTRATION BY LISA KOGAWA

completely devastating. It’s obvious that

with the landscape.

PHOTOGRAPH BY BALAZS GARDI
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games to play with friends

START
HERE

Paradise Found

Ambient noises came next.
And he's
so I moved on to using music — a song for each location.”

ROSS MINOR

“I want my island to be
accessible to many peo-

and colorblindness. I’ve
been recruiting people
to test out different
arrangements because

of the items you get to
create early on in the
all over the main square
of my island so I’d alAfter I got going with

many sound-producing
items as possible.”

This year,
worldwide
searches for
invisible
disability
doubled.

Fountains were
the font of
inspiration.

Trees were
planted for the
aural harvest.

one of the worst things
accessibility features

“I started putting fountains at intersections
because I wanted play-

fruit-bearing trees from

where they were on

made harvesting a

my island at all times.

challenge. When I real-

I used a larger fountain

ized that the trees were

near the town square

two tiles wide by three

I can hear it from fairly

orchard with perfectly

He also added
VIP access.

spaced-out trees so I

“I built a few secret path-

me orient myself no

could harvest them all

ways behind various

matter where I am.”

in one go.”

waterfalls. Sighted people won’t notice them at

paths more naturally.”

-

innovations on his popular YouTube
channel. “As soon as I started messing

braced the creative challenge on a whole
new level by building his own unique oasis
going into it so I can hear exactly which way to angle my

12

ILLUSTRATIONS BY EDEN WEINGART
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why do we study history

SUPR

RUTH BADER GINSBURG

-

BEING

curiosity around
her penchant for
wearing gloves. The
answer will go down
in history as a moment when fashion
met courage.

Though it may surprise some peo-

a cultural icon. In every chapter of her

-

narian to earn a hip-hop-inspired
-

Hands
of Time

trailblazer.
diagnosed with

considered a more moderate voice.

Over the course of her teaching

But the court’s rightward drift pushed

in September from complications

sure her treatments
didn’t prevent her

Ginsburg’s perspective to the oppointo her 80s when her younger admirers

had to do on the
a reference to a famous old-school

gave her the opportunity to bring some

rapper.
latter of which dismantled much of
the
justice’s sharply worded dissents

view.” Ginsburg understood that prog-

her colleague plenty
cluding the wearing
of gloves while out
in public to protect
her immune system.

her legacy will have profound ripple

gloves because she

standing of gender discrimination and

… The greatest dissents do become

words of resistance (and her ornate
collars and signature gloves were proof

that gender discrimination wasn’t an
impediment only for women. Ginsburg
is credited with enlightening the all-

5 Pivotal
Cases
That Any
RBG Fan
Should
Know

stereotypes can also apply to men.

effects for generations to come.

Years before she sat on
burg advanced equal
rights across gender lines

Frontiero v. Richardson
(1972)
Air Force Lieutenant Sharron
Frontiero was denied a spousal

these game-changing

wife. Ginsburg got the all-male
court to rule 8-1 that this was
unconstitutional gender discrimination.

(1975)
After Stephen Wiesenfeld’s

traditionally given to widows.
court ruled that this violated
Fifth Amendment.

-

GLOVES ILLUSTRATION BY EDEN WEINGART

Ginsburg than her late-in-life status as

Edwards v. Healy
(1975)
time when people demanded to be on jury duty. This
particular case challenged the
sex-based exemption of women from jury service. Ginsburg
argued the side of appellee
Marsha Healy and won.

Califano v. Goldfarb
(1977)
Another case in which Ginsburg cleverly pointed out male
discrimination: Widower Leon
Golbfarb had been denied

from his wife upon her death.

her rotating collec(1979)

became part of her

case also examined the gender
court ruled 8-1 that exempting
women from jury duty violated
the constitutional right to trial
by a jury chosen from a cross
section of one’s community.

ruled this unconstitutional.
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ILLUSTRATION BY BIJOU KARMAN
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why are people howling

Then
and Now
KAREN CUNNINGHAM

our nursing shifts would go from 8 a.m. to

and clapping. The sound

which is as it should be
because the [patient]

16

The top
occupation
people
searched to
become in
a pandemic
year was a
nurse.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY KAREN CUNNINGHAM
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numbers are lower now at the hospital.
not feel forgotten sometimes when we see

or volunteer your time through the channels
of your local hospital. Sending pizza is
really good.

people dying. What’s even more frustrating
directly affected by the virus?” If they answer
they refuse to believe it. Or those who don’t
to prevent it.

that happened. What was their name?” Give
friends and family members who are left

If you really want to support nurses or
person and share details about who they
were. You bring honor to their lives when
you say someone’s name.

18
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dog adoption near me

to Our Rescue
SARAH MILLER
lining up to experience this
almost every time I run into
someone I haven’t seen since

This year,
the world
searched
for foster
more
than ever
before.

heeler named Merle.
-

I am obsessed. I had T-shirts made with Merle’s
face on them; she was a minor internet star. My

people for any way they get themselves dogged up

follow a lot of dogs. Merle is no longer with us

that at all times I sense the benevolent presence
long time. People tend to extricate themselves
sends dopamine coursing through my body.
minimal. I buy food twice a month; I feed her

simplest one: Because dogs are cute and do lots
putting on a show. I spend as much time as I can

of cute things; they have no idea what’s going on
in the world and give us a moment in space where

twice a day. I bag and deposit two or three bags

do you travel? Will your children complain about

The effort is far outweighed by the joy she brings.

that happiness could last forever.
20
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why do i feel sad

HOW
TO HELP
Recover Together
was created to
help people impacted by addicIt features stories
from people in
recovery and an
interactive map
DARRYL “DMC” MCDANIELS

and in-person
support groups.
Learn more at
g.co/recover
together.

out for her.” But those are the people I want to see.
They’re the ones who are in pain.
-

Lifeline
If you or somestruggling with
suicidal thoughts
or mental health

out some pens and create new comic characters.
destination. The world was perfect when I did this
“You have the right to be sad and angry.”

remove the pain.

depression.

men are supposed to be strong and powerful. We’re
from burning out. It’s our responsibility to change
resolving the issues that plague us. Unless we
us to hurt and cry publicly.

Your friends might not want to hurt your feelings.
reform. We don’t realize that what could get the law
written and everyone to pay attention to us is if we

22

8255 or visit
suicide
prevention
lifeline.org to
connect with a
trained counselor.
SOU RCE IMAGE: R OGER KIS BY/R ED UX; PRAYING HAN DS : EDEN WEINGART

This year,
how to
cope with
loneliness
was the
world’s top
trending
“how to
cope”
question.

I just started drawing and writing rhymes with no

I want to encourage people to tell others how

ILLUSTRATION BY MERCEDES deBELLARD, FOLIO ART

Listen to the

generosity and caring we saw at the beginning of

Health Mixtape on

the pandemic are going to continue coming out of

YouTube music:

23

why are people protesting

protest
near me was

What We Saw
stood out to me when I
saw this young woman
was the sign that she
was holding. When
images from this year’s
it’s critically important
to understand the context of racial injustice
that has put yet another
stain on 2020’s legacy.”

24
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“I watched this
younger woman help
this older woman
stand up after sitting
for so long. I waited
and waited for the
perfect moment —
this image symbolizes the relationship
between generations
equity.”
—SHAN WALLACE

The closer I got to
palpable the energy
was. There were
people everywhere
from all over the
world trying to be

document.”
—SCHAUN

“The world needs to
understand that this
was one of the most

together with one goal:
peacefully uniting to get
justice for the world’s
most marginalized —
—RICHARD

26
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“I noticed how the
father was holding his
community that our
transgender brothers
and sisters are being
seen and recognized.
I wanted to capture
this and ensure
that their voice was
equally being
documented and
recorded in history.”

yet protective manner.
… Watching them
interact [and] how
honest and beautiful
the moment was —
I had to capture it.”
—RICHARD

—

28
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This year,
meditation
was searched
in every
country.

por qué no puedo dormir

FOR ANYONE
TIRED OF BEING
THE “ONLY”

FOR ANYONE
TIRED OF FEELING
ALONE

We need restful practices
because there’s so much be-

ing your own shoulders can’t

tell me how powerful it is to
meditation is a much more

quite compare to getting

voice while they’re medi-

a massage from someone

approach for greater mental

tating. One session called

nections with ourselves and

sign that people are trying

with our neighbors. Yoga

satisfaction in it. It’s not

can help with all of this.

a replacement for human

I started to realize that my

-

comes out of doing

fers tools to reconnect with ourselves in

It’s an empowering

a really powerful way.

from the world that

Adriene Mishler,

that people of color

whose “Yoga with

need to be inherently

the person to experience a level of sup-

Adriene” channel on

different in order to move up

and care they’ve maybe

at ourselves honestly and

YouTube has more than

in the world and achieve the

never experienced.

lovingly.

8 million subscribers, has

American dream. We need to

I’ve built self-massage

added a special series
of meditation-focused

which might be helpful for

Julio Rivera is an entreto be successful. You end

preneur who created an

up losing that connection to

app called Liberate to help

people who haven’t been

single people or those who

where you came from and

destress from the daily

able to hug their homies or

feel isolated during the

your connection to yourself

microaggressions and trau-

parents or siblings in a long

pandemic.

as a consequence.

ma experienced by BIPOC.

30
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how to cut your hair

It’s no surprise that during
the pandemic, the search
for how to cut your hair
was at an all-time high.
But for many, a trip to the
barber is much more than
a little off the top. “It’s an
external experience that
can have profound internal
impact on a Black man, a
sense of community and
ritual that was lost during
quarantine,” says photographer Antonio M. Johnson,
who spent 18 months photographing Black-owned
barbershops across the
United States for his new
book,
. Here,
Johnson shares a window
into this pre-COVID world,
with stories about his
own favorite memories
from the chair.

“You Next”
32

THE FUNHOUSE
BARBER SHOP
LOS ANGELES, CA

33

This year,
searches for
how to cut
your hair
reached an
all-time high
worldwide.

theater in Harlem to watch one

Philadelphia. I can still picture it — the old wood

of my favorite comedians per-

erupted in full-on laughter.
-

if getting a haircut is an external experience that

PURE ESSENCE
BARBER SHOP
ATLANTA, GA

to the environment of the barbershop itself.

forward to more than anything. My Uncle Jason —

me that this man had cut his hair for every major

my mother’s youngest brother — was a barber and

THE N SPOT BARBER
BEAUTY SHOP
LOS ANGELES, CA

wedding.
34
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VINTAGE
BARBER SHOP
ATLANTA, GA

study the style guides taped to the walls in the
Jet
magazine I could get my hands on to see the

HAROLD'S
BARBER SHOP
NEW ORLEANS, LA

fore another jumped in to describe my dad’s jump
shot or an incredible play he once made.
stand barbershops are more than places simply

transformed, from ‘peasy-headed’
we believe to be true about the world around us.

on the world.”

communities that maintain them. But at their

spaces in American life.
36
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tograph the communities that exist within them.

and my hometown of Philadelphia.

in the business for more than half a century. I’ve

and what the barbershop means to them.
The result of that reporting is You Next:
. It is my humble
for it has given me.
You Next:

A SHARPER IMAGE
BARBER SHOP
WASHINGTON, D.C.

barber says to customers to communicate that
question between customers to determine where
they are in line. You Next

-

you are about to be transformed.
38
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JOE'S BARBERSHOP
HARLEM, NY

4 Steps
Your Own
Taper Fade
Having a haircut and
staying groomed is
more than just about
aesthetics these days.
That fresh cut is directly
tied to my overall mental
health. So I learned
how to do my own high
taper fade. It’s a simple
haircut that creates a
gradual transition from
to the rest of the head.
You’ll need: a brush or
and a mirror. The most
your time.
Step 1:
in your hair with the

your temple — just below the top of your ear.
Step 2:
With the clippers on the
slowly down from each

Step 3:
Adjust the clipper lever
to halfway. Move the

the crown of the head.
You’ll slowly start to see
your taper come into
close the blades — just

Step 4:
the natural shape of
your hairline with the
clippers. If you have a
partner or a housemate
them to help you with

Find free resources for
your small business at

40
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sunset near me

THEORY OF
NATURAL CONNECTION
S H E R R I M I T C H E L L W E H ’ N A H A’ M U K W A S S E T

them lie down and put their belly on the grass will
natural world.
to one of the islands there for lunch. He was in the

we connect?” So many of us are disconnected

noes into that same water onto those same lands.
How can we soften the edges of those barriers to
He placed me in a lineage of people who had
lived and interacted with that land and instilled
spending more time in the natural world because
where his grandfather was born. He explained the
connectivity that our people have had with that
way with the land and those waters.

space where they feel comforted by the presence
ships with the natural world.

of rootedness in your upbringing fundamentally

In 2020,
the world
searched
how to stop
climate
more than
ever before.
42

changes the fabric of who you are.
planet had no one left in its species to communicate or connect with. We can’t even contemplate
on other beings. We’re now experiencing a microdose of what we have done to others in the living
all of them are things instead of persons. That’s a
to correct our mindset.
© ROBERT SHETTERLY. AMERICANSWHOTELLTHETRUTH.ORG
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why do we need the constitution

“[I]t’s crucial
Americans
understand
what the
Constitution
does and
doesn’t say.”

People, Please
For the award-winning Broadway show What the Constitution
Means to Me
Heidi Schreck called
upon her personal experiences as a young girl who gave speeches

their rights threatened or put to
of our human rights have been up

-

I started writing What the Constitution Means

This year,
the U.S.
searched
how do
i vote
more than
ever.

those who believe it’s a dead document (meaning: it

to Me
this document. But that proved to not be true. I
this country to reexamine it and a desire to amend
What is constitutional and what isn’t? How much power does the

serving us. People may be reconsidering the docu-

president actually have? What is the role of the

ment in a way.

Senate and the House, and how do they operate?

What the Constitution Means to
Me

-

doesn’t say. People clutch it to their chests and
abortion access. It’s apparent that the decisions

what it means. And people are using it to defend
nothing about what their positions might be. If this
would have a more humane country if we were all

clear in the past few years as more groups have
44
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PHOTOGRAPH BY TESS MAYER FOR THE INTERVAL

and shapes our lives.
45

how to change the world

With Chaos
Comes Clarity
other nations and welcome advances from their
for the better? It happened one early morning in Los
special soil composites —
Z I YA T O N G
-

This year,
the world
searched
how to
world twice
as much as

it’s now the second-largest
food exporter in the world.

to recycle wastewater into
is brilliant at large-scale
-

number of Angelenos hadn’t seen it before. More
couldn’t

normal.

high-speed rail. We all saw
how it built a hospital in 10
days during the pandemic.

Instead of wasting precious time with blame and
the previously “unseen” world around us. From the
reemergence of wildlife in our neighborhoods to

our water supply could be profound.

pooled our global brainpower.

the pandemic forced us to see things more clearly
in unexpected ways.

must encourage and embrace our ancestors’ way

that bring us joy. But what if we reframe the power

Such perspective shifts are critical if we want to

Then there’s food production. With advances

now able to replicate animal cells and “grow” meat
The birds could migrate safely again. The insects
That means your burger could come from a cow

could navigate with the moon. And by embracing

it’s time we move away from constantly demonizing

46

other countries and start celebrating and learning

Way and remember what it means to be humbled in

from their innovations. We need to collaborate with

the face of the universe.
ILLUSTRATION BY MERCEDES deBELLARD, FOLIO ART
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what happened in 2020

Trend
BY
D AV I D
KWONG
This is an alphabox
containing some of the
most memorable words
or phrases of 2020.
HOW TO PLAY:
Each of these words or
phrases is clued below
(though not necessarily

• Each row in the box

contains an answer if
you add a letter in the
central column.
• Every letter of the
alphabet will be used
exactly once. However,

•

letters and use them to
spell out a phrase you
might say when someone gets an unexpected
Google search result.

Clues:
1) Bread made through
fermentation
2) What an athlete might
Anthem
3) Declines in the West?
4) Colorful displays
children are putting in
windows
5) Kind of fair
6)
7)
8) The one we saw in July
won’t be visible again for
9) Digital face with
covered mouth

10) Something you
might have on hand?
11) Coveted rolls?
12) Type of juice you

13) Global warming,
for example
14)
would be in shortage
15) Planet between

Mercury and Earth
16) Our natural
surroundings
17) Shapes posted on
social media
18) One retired
jersey number of an

19)
20) Feeling for another
person’s situation
21) Host’s least favorite
guest?
22) Schooling

23) Heterogeneity
24) The surname of a
25)
Emancipation Day
26) Helping the cause,
in a way

Puzzle Phrase:
————/———/—/——————/——————/————/——
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